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We have revealed the subcellular localization of different DNA segments that are located at ∼230-kb intervals
on the Escherichia coli chromosome using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). The series of
chromosome segments is localized within the cell in the same order as the chromosome map. The large
chromosome region including oriC shows similar localization patterns, which we call the Ori domain. In
addition, the localization pattern of the large segment including dif is characteristic of the replication
terminus region. The segment also shows similar localization patterns, which we call the Ter domain. In
newborn cells, Ori and Ter domains of the chromosome are differentially localized near opposite cell poles.
Subsequently, in the B period, the Ori domain moves toward mid-cell before the initiation of replication, and
the Ter domain tends to relocate at mid-cell. An inversion mutant, in which the Ter domain is located close
to oriC, shows abnormal subcellular localization of ori and dif segments, resulting in frequent production of
anucleate cells. These studies thus suggest that the E. coli chromosome is organized to form a compacted ring
structure with the Ori and Ter domains; these domains participate in the cell cycle-dependent localization of
the chromosome.
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The bacterial chromosome, 1000 times the length of the
bacterium, is folded by an unknown mechanism and or-
ganized in a compact form called the nucleoid. Carefully
isolated nucleoids from Escherichia coli have been in-
vestigated in vitro (for review, see Pettijohn 1996). The
nucleoid is a closed duplex structure with a series of
loops. The DNA loops are negatively supercoiled, result-
ing in further compaction. Moreover, several DNA-bind-
ing proteins, including HU, IHF, and H-NS, may pro-
mote a compact state of DNA in nucleoids. Interest-
ingly, mutants defective in HU and/or H-NS accumulate
anucleate cells (Wada et al. 1988; Kaidow et al. 1995).
The compaction of nucleoids may be related to the
mechanism of chromosome partitioning. This possibil-
ity is strongly supported by investigations of bacterial
homologs of the eukaryotic SMC (structural mainte-
nance of chromosome) protein. The SMC protein is in-
volved in chromosome condensation, pairing, and parti-
tioning in eukaryotic cells from yeast to human (for re-
view, see Hirano 1999). In Bacillus subtilis, smc null
mutations cause a temperature-sensitive lethal pheno-
type and failure to partition the chromosome (Britton et
al. 1998; Moriya et al. 1998), similar to mukB null mu-
tants in E. coli (Niki et al. 1991). The MukB protein does

not share the common amino acid motif found in the
SMC family. Nevertheless, the morphological structure
of the MukB protein molecules is remarkably similar to
that of SMC proteins (Niki et al. 1992; Melby et al. 1998).
Thus, elucidation of the structure of compacted nucle-
oids and chromosome organization in vivo is important
for understanding the mechanism of chromosome parti-
tioning.

The bacterial nucleoid is amorphous in vivo because
the folded chromosome is not highly condensed through-
out the cell division cycle. Replication and transcription
take place simultaneously, even during chromosome
partitioning. The DNA packing density in the nucleoid
has been estimated in exponentially grown E. coli cells
(Kellenberger 1990). It is similar to that of interphase
nuclei of eukaryotes. Therefore, whole chromosomes
seem to migrate to daughter cells with coupling to cell
elongation but not by an active mechanism such as a
mitotic apparatus. Recently, it has become apparent that
specific DNA segments on bacterial chromosomes mi-
grate rapidly during chromosome partitioning (Glaser et
al. 1997; Gordon et al. 1997; Lin et al. 1997; Webb et al.
1997, 1998; Niki and Hiraga 1998). The results revealed
that the oriC DNA segment in newborn cells is localized
at a nucleoid border and the replication terminus DNA
segment is localized at the opposite nucleoid border. One
copy of the replicated oriC segment remains at its nucle-
oid border and the other copy migrates to the opposite
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nucleoid border. On the other hand, the terminal
DNA segment migrates from the nucleoid border to
mid-cell in the early stage of the cell division cycle.
Moreover, chromosomal DNA segments midway
between oriC and the replication terminus tend to
be localized at subcellular positions between oriC
and the terminus (Teleman et al. 1998). Cytological
methods, based on subcellular localization of a few
chromosome segments, have thus revealed a dy-
namic organization of bacterial chromosomes. Further
examination of various segments on the chromo-
some clearly reveals the organization of the whole nucle-
oid.

The cell division cycle of bacteria can be defined in
terms of two constants, the C and D periods. During
the E. coli cell division cycle, the C period is the
time during which a round of chromosome replica-
tion takes place, lasting 40 min at 37°C. The D period is
the period between completion of chromosome replica-
tion and the subsequent cell division—20 min at 37°C.
When cells duplicate every 60 min at 37°C (doubling
time of 60 min), chromosome replication initiates soon
after the cells divide. Cells growing at doubling times of
>60 min may have an additional stage, the B period, be-
tween birth of the newborn cell and the initiation of
replication, which resembles the G1 phase of eukaryotic
cell cycle.

In the present work, we examine the subcellular local-
ization of 22 DNA segments of the E. coli chromosome
by the FISH method. The series of chromosome seg-
ments was localized within the cell in the same order as
the chromosome map. Our results demonstrate that the
circular chromosomal DNA is organized to form a com-
pact ring structure in the cell. The dynamic organization
of the nucleoid plays a critical role in chromosome rep-
lication, partitioning, and cell division in the bacterial
cell cycle.

Results

The oriC DNA segment is localized at midcell prior
to initiation of replication in slowly growing cells

oriC plasmids are not localized at specific subcellular
sites and may be replicated anywhere in the cytoplasm
(Niki and Hiraga 1999). However, some components of
replication machinery are localized at or near mid-cell
during chromosome replication (Lemon and Grossman
1998). To determine where oriC on the chromosome is
localized in the cell at initiation of chromosome repli-
cation, we examined the localization of oriC in slowly
growing cells at 37°C.

Figure 1A shows the subcellular localization of the
oriC segment in cultures growing at doubling times of
52, 80, and 280 min. When the doubling time was 52
min, in cells with a single oriC focus, the focus was
broadly distributed near the one-quarter position of cell
length, but not at mid-cell (Fig. 1A, a). In the cells, 14.6%
of the oriC foci were localized at 40%–50% of cell
length. This is consistent with our previous result, with
cells growing at a doubling time of 55 min (Niki and
Hiraga 1998). In contrast, at doubling times of 80 and 280
min, in cells with a single oriC focus, the focus localized
mainly at mid-cell (46. 5% and 35.8% of oriC foci were
localized at 40%–50% of the cell length, respectively:
Fig. 1A, b,c). These results indicate that oriC is localized
at midcell prior to initiation of chromosome replication
in slowly growing cells.

oriC segments migrate from mid-cell toward cell poles
after replication

As described above, a single oriC focus was localized
mainly at the middle of cells in cultures growing at an
80-min doubling time. This suggests that oriC is local-
ized at mid-cell prior to initiation of replication, that is,

Figure 1. Localization of the oriC DNA segment in cells under various growth conditions. (A) Statistical analysis of subcellular
localization of a single fluorescent focus in cells. Cells were cultivated at 37°C in M9-glucose medium containing casamino acids with
a doubling time of 52 min (a), M9-glucose containing proline with a doubling time of 80 min (b), and M9-sodium acetate containing
proline with a doubling time of 280 min (c). The oriC region was detected by hybridization with the Cy-3 labeled oriC DNA probe.
The histogram shows the distribution frequency of the focus in cells with a single focus (a–c). Fraction of cells with a single oriC focus
against cells with two foci was as follows: 1.1 (52 min), 2.0 (80 min), and 2.3 (280 min). (B) Statistical analysis of cells with two
fluorescent foci of the oriC segment. Cells were cultivated at 37°C in M9-glucose medium containing casamino acids with a doubling
time of 52 min (a), in M9-glucose and proline (doubling time: 80 min) to mid-log phase (b), and early stationary phase (c). The positions
of foci from mid-cell are plotted vs. cell length. In cells with two foci, the nearest oriC focus from a cell pole is shown as a blue circle;
the other oriC focus is shown as a red circle. The yellow line indicates the regression line calculated by the Lowess method (tension,
50). The broken line indicates mid-cell; the solid line indicates the position of a pole.
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during the B period. We statistically analyzed the sub-
cellular localization of oriC in cells with two oriC foci
from the same exponentially growing culture. Two oriC
foci were closely located in the vicinity of mid-cell in
cells of newborn size, suggesting that oriC segments rep-
licated at mid-cell (Fig. 1B, b,c). In contrast, two oriCs
were located close to each cell pole in rapidly growing
cells (Fig.1 B, a). Moreover, each focus was localized at a
constant distance from the cell pole regardless of cell
length, as described previously (Niki and Hiraga 1998).
These results demonstrate that replicated oriC copies are
abruptly separated from each other. On the other hand,
in cases of slowly growing cells in both exponential and
stationary phase, each oriC focus was localized at a con-
stant distance from the cell pole only in longer cells (∼1.5
µm: Fig. 1B, b,c). The distribution of oriC foci in cells in
both phases was bent at 1.4–1.6 µm of cell length. The
results indicate that the replicated oriC copies were lo-
cated near mid-cell until cells grew to 1.4–1.6 µm, and
the oriC copies migrated abruptly in opposite directions
toward each cell pole. The duplicated oriC copies and
their flanking regions seem to be paired until an uniden-
tified partitioning apparatus is activated.

Subcellular localization of various chromosomal DNA
segments located at 5-min intervals
on the chromosome map

To examine the localization of a whole chromosome in
the cells, we used 22 DNA segments located at 5-min
intervals on the genetic map of E. coli chromosome as
fluorescent DNA probes with the FISH technique (Fig.
2). A distance of 5 min on the E. coli genetic map (0–100
min) is equivalent to ∼230 kb of DNA. The DNA probes

were named according to their location on the genetic
map; for example, the chromosome segment at 10 min
on the chromosome was called the 10-min segment. In
addition to these probes, we used a DNA segment (the
21-min segment) containing the mukEFB genes, whose
products are involved in chromosome partitioning (Niki
et al. 1991; Yamanaka et al. 1996).

We carried out a statistical analysis of the subcellular
localization of fluorescent foci after classification of the
cells in two groups: cells with a single focus and cells
with two foci. The experimental results of the two
groups are shown in Figures 3 and 4. In the case of cells
with a single focus (Fig. 3), the oriC segment was pre-
dominantly localized in the middle region of cell, and
the dif segment was also localized at mid-cell. Average
cell length in cells with a single oriC focus was shorter
than that in cells with two foci. On the other hand, cells
with a single dif focus had a wide range of cell lengths. In
long cells with a single dif focus, the focus was localized
within a narrow region in mid-cell. These results are
consistent with our previous observation that the termi-
nal region is localized at mid-cell before cell division
(Niki and Hiraga 1998). It should be noted that single foci
of the oriC, 80-, 90-, 95-, and 100/0-min DNA segments
were similarly localized in the middle region of cells
with single foci (Fig. 3). In contrast, the 10-, 15-, and
20-min segments, which are located midway from oriC
to dif on the genetic map (Fig. 2), were broadly distrib-
uted from a cell pole to midcell. The 60-, 65-, and 75-min
segments were also distributed from a cell pole to mid-
cell. The distribution patterns of these DNA segments
change gradually, following the order of the genetic map.

In cells with two foci (Fig. 4), the two oriC copies were
separated and localized near the cell poles, regardless of
cell length. On the other hand, the two dif copies were
localized close to each other at mid-cell, particularly in
large cells. This indicates that both replicated dif copies
are localized at mid-cell when the cell divides. For the
other DNA segments, the distribution patterns changed
gradually according to the order of the genetic map (Fig.
4), that is, the distance between the two foci decreased
from oriC to dif, clockwise or counterclockwise.

Chromosome segments showing similar localization
patterns to oriC

Interestingly, the 80-, 85-, 90-, 95-, and 100/0-min DNA
segments were mainly localized at mid-cell, like the
oriC segment (Fig. 3B). In particular, the localization of
the 85-min DNA segment, only 12 kb from oriC, was
indistinguishable from that of the oriC segment. More-
over, in cells with two foci, these six DNA segments,
including the oriC DNA segment, showed similar local-
ization patterns, namely, localization at a nucleoid bor-
der near a pole (Fig. 4A). This suggests that when these
segments are replicated, they are separated from each
other and localized near the cell poles. Thus, the six
DNA segments localized in this large 920-kb chromo-
some region show similar localization patterns; we call
this the Ori domain.

Figure 2. The map of E. coli chromosome with 23 DNA seg-
ments used as FISH probes. Positions of DNA probes derived
from the Kohara phage library (Kohara et al. 1987) are indicated
on the E. coli chromosome with map units in min (outside) and
phage clone number (inside) according to EcoMap10 (Rudd
1998). Three DNA probes including oriC, dif, and the mukEFB
operon are also shown. Open circles on the chromosome indi-
cate the points of the inversion endpoints in strains KIN273and
LN3214 (Cornet et al. 1996).
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Chromosome segments showing similar localization
patterns to the dif segment

In this study we used the chromosomal segment includ-
ing the dif site to detect the replication terminus region
because the dif site is located at 180° opposite oriC on
the physical chromosome map. The dif site is a target of

the XerCD site-specific recombinase for resolution of
chromosome dimers, so the replicated dif sites are fi-
nally separated only during chromosome segregation
(Louarn et al. 1994). The dif segment showed the same
localization as the Ter DNA segment that we used pre-
viously to detect the replication terminus region (Niki
and Hiraga 1998).

Figure 3. Localization of fluorescent foci of various chromosomal DNA segments in cells having a single focus in an exponentially
growing culture. (A) Cells were grown in M9-glucose containing proline (doubling time: 80 min) to mid-log phase. Cells with a single
fluorescent focus were analyzed statistically. The position of the fluorescent focus in cells with a single focus is plotted vs. cell length.
The broken lines indicate the middle of the cell and the solid lines indicate the position of a pole. (B) Histogram showing the
distribution frequency of the foci in cells with a single focus.
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In small cells with a single fluorescent focus of the dif
segment (34.5-min), the foci were widely distributed be-
tween a cell pole and mid-cell (Fig. 3A). In contrast, a
single focus of the dif segment in long cells was localized
at or near mid-cell. On the other hand, in cells with two
foci of the dif segment, the foci were mainly localized at
or near mid-cell (Fig. 4). The 25-, 27.5-, 30-, 40-, and
45-min DNA segments were localized similarly to the

dif segment. The localization pattern of these segments
is characteristic of the ∼920-kb replication terminus re-
gion, which we call the Ter domain.

Localization of the replication origin and terminus
DNA segments at mid-cell

The results shown in Figures 1 and 3 indicate that the

Figure 4. Localization of fluorescent foci of various chromosomal DNA segments in cells with two foci in exponentially growing
cultures. Cells with two fluorescent foci in the same culture as in Fig. 3 were statistically analyzed. (A) Positions of both foci in cells
with two fluorescent foci are plotted against cell length. The nearest oriC focus from a cell pole is shown as a blue circle; the other
oriC focus from the same pole is shown as a red circle. (B) Histogram showing the distribution frequency of both foci in cells with two
foci.
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oriC DNA segment migrates from a cell pole to mid-cell
during the B period, and the terminus segment also mi-
grates toward mid-cell. Ultimately, the terminus seg-
ment colocalizes with oriC in the B period. To confirm
the migration of these segments during the B period, we
analyzed small cells for the positions of oriC and dif in a
slowly growing culture (doubling time: 80 min) by FISH
simultaneously using oriC and dif DNA probes labeled
with fluorescent compounds of different colors. Small
cells, which might include newborn cells, were classified
in three types as follows: (1) cells with a single oriC focus
near one cell pole and a single dif focus near the other
pole (Fig. 5A, a); (2) cells with a single oriC focus at
mid-cell and a single dif focus near a cell pole (Fig. 5A, b),
and (3) cells with the oriC and dif foci located at mid-cell
(Fig. 5A, c). The statistical results revealed that oriC foci
were mainly localized at mid-cell and dif foci were lo-
calized from cell poles to mid-cell (Fig. 5B). We consider
that these three types of cells show the process of mi-
gration of these segments during the B period, as oriC is
located near the old cell pole and dif near the new pole
just after cells divide (Niki and Hiraga 1998).

Localization of intermediate segments between oriC
and dif

The migration of chromosomal segments during the B
periods was found not only for the oriC and dif segments,
but also for chromosomal segments between oriC and
dif. The 20- and 70-min segments showed intermediate
patterns of subcellular localization between oriC and dif,
as shown in Figures 3 and 4. When localization of the 20-
and 70-min segments was analyzed simultaneously,
their foci were separated from each other along the long
axis of cell length (Fig. 5A, d,e). In a small fraction of
cells, both foci were localized near mid-cell (Fig. 5A, f).
However, statistical results revealed that foci of the 20-
and 70-min segments were mainly separated from each
other in short-length cells (Fig. 5C). After duplication of
the 20- and 70-min segments, each focus was localized
between the cell pole and mid-cell in long-length cells in
which oriC copies may be localized at each cell pole and
dif segment(s) at mid-cell (Fig. 5A, g). Localization of the
20-min segment relative to the oriC or dif segment
showed that the 20-min segment tended to separate from
oriC and dif (Fig. 5A, h,i, D,E).

Subcellular localization of the DNA segments
in stationary-phase cells

In exponentially growing cells, DNA replication and
RNA transcription occur actively throughout the cell
cycle; thus, the nucleoid is in an open, partially relaxed
state. In contrast, in stationary phase, the nucleoid be-
comes more compact because DNA replication and RNA
transcription slow down. We analyzed statistically cells
of early stationary phase (at 1.5 hr after entry into sta-
tionary phase) for the position of a single focus or two
foci using the same set of DNA probes for FISH, as

shown in Figure 2. There were no significant differences
in the subcellular localization of chromosome segments
between exponential phase and early stationary phase
(data not shown), except for the oriC segment, as shown
in Figure 1B, b. In cells with a single focus, DNA seg-
ments between 70 and 100/0 min were mainly localized
at mid-cell. This same chromosomal region was also lo-
calized at mid-cell in stationary-phase cells.

Independent localization of the dif segment
in the large inversion

Bipolar migration of replicated oriC copies suggests that

Figure 5. Localization of two segments in the same cells. (A)
Cells were grown as described in the legend to Fig. 3 and simul-
taneously hybridized with the fluorescein-labeled DNA probes
(green) and the Cy3-labeled DNA probes (red). (a–c) Cy3–oriC
and fluorescein–dif; (d–g) Cy3-20- and fluorescein–70-min seg-
ments; (h) Cy3–oriC and fluorescein–20-min segment; (i) Cy3–
dif and fluorescein–20-min segment. All photos combine the
phase-contrast micrograph with the fluorescent micrograph for
FISH in the same cell. We measured distance between the cen-
ter of the Cy3 focus and the nearest pole and the distance be-
tween that of the fluorescein focus from the same pole. (B–E)
Cells were analyzed statistically. The histogram shows the dis-
tribution frequency of both foci in cells with two foci. (B) Lo-
calization of oriC (black) and dif (red); (C) localization of the 20
(black) and 70-min segments (red); (D) localization of oriC
(black) and the 20-segment (red); (E) localization of dif (black)
and the 20-min segment (red). Scale bar, 1 µm.
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there is a cis-acting region(s) for positioning in the Ori
domain. During the B period, the Ter domain migrates
from the new pole, created by cell division, to mid-cell.
Does the migration of the Ter domain occur became of
an active mechanism or is it merely due to reorganiza-
tion of the chromosomal structure after migration of the
Ori domain?

To address this question, we analyzed the mutant
strain KIN273, which has a chromosome inversion plac-
ing the replication terminus region near oriC on the
chromosome. This large inversion was created by recom-
bination between two copies of the insertion sequence
IS5, IS5F at 29 min, and IS5T at 78 min on the chromo-
some, resulting in the transposition of the dif site to a
new position 11 min (∼500 kb) counterclockwise of oriC
(see Fig. 2; Louarn et al. 1985). We examined the subcel-
lular localization of the oriC segment in the wild-type
strain CB0129 and the large inversion mutant KIN273.
In the mutant cells, a single fluorescent focus of oriC
was located at a cell pole (Fig. 6B, a) or two foci were
localized near the poles (Fig. 6B, b–d), as in the wild-type
strain (data not shown). When oriC segments were local-
ized normally (at cell poles) in the inversion mutant
cells, replicated dif segments were localized at mid-cell
(Fig. 6B, b–d), indicating that the dif segments are ca-
pable of localizing at their normal positions. Taken to-
gether, these results on oriC and dif in the inversion
mutant suggest that the Ori domain and the Ter domain
have their own positioning systems.

Formation of anucleate cells in the large inversion
mutant by mis-segregation

We examined chromosome segregation in the inversion
mutants by DAPI staining (Fig. 6A). Filamentous cells,
which were caused by chromosome dimerization, were
observed rarely, indicating that dif and XerCD recombi-
nation system functioned normally, as described by Cor-
net et al. (1996). However, the inversion strain produced
anucleate cells at high frequency (Table 1). Anucleate
cells of normal cell length were produced at cell division
(Fig. 6A, b). In some cells with a deep constriction, one
daughter cell had two nucleoids and the other none (Fig.
6A, c–e). Faint fluorescence of chromosomal DNA
stained with DAPI remained on one side of the deep
constriction. This phenomenon, the so-called Guillotine
effect, is often observed in chromosome partitioning mu-
tants mukF, mukE, and mukB (Niki et al. 1991; Ya-
manaka et al. 1996). Our present microscopic observa-
tions demonstrate that the chromosome rearrangement
in the inversion mutants causes mis-segregation of
daughter chromosomes into daughter cells.

The inversion mutant grew more slowly than wild-
type cells; doubling time of the mutant was 60 min in
L-medium at 37°C and that of wild type was 28 min.
However, the length of the C period of the mutant is not
known yet. No difference concerning production of
anucleate cells was found for tus+ and the tus null mu-
tation (data not shown). The Tus protein binds to Ter
sites and arrests replication folks (Hill 1996). Therefore,

it is likely that the blocking of replication folk does not
affect anucleate cell production in the inversion mu-
tants.

Mispositioning of oriC and dif DNA segments
in the large inversion mutant

oriC and dif segments were frequently localized abnor-
mally in the mutant cells, as follows. oriC and dif foci

Figure 6. Localization of the oriC and dif segments on segre-
gating chromosomal DNA in the large inversion cells. Cells
were grown to mid-log phase at 30°C in M9-glucose minimal
medium. (A) Visualization of segregating chromosomal DNA in
large inversion cells. Fixed cells were stained with DAPI to
detect chromosomal DNA. (a) Wild-type CB0129 cells, (b–e)
KIN273 cells. Cells are shown in Nomarski DIC images com-
bined with fluorescent DAPI images (a, b, e), (c) DIC images, (d)
fluorescent DAPI images. Arrowheads indicate anucleate cells
(b) or the Guillotine effect (c–e). (B, C) All images were com-
bined of the fluorescent and the phase-contrast micrograph. (B)
Localization of the oriC and dif segments in KIN273 is simul-
taneously shown in images of the fluorescent micrograph for
the Cy3-labeled oriC probe and the fluorescein-labeled dif
probe. (C) Localization of the oriC and dif segments in KIN273
is simultaneously shown in images of the fluorescent micro-
graph for the Cy3-labeled oriC probe, the fluorescein-labeled dif
probe, and fluorescent DAPI micrograph. Scale bars, 1 µm.
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were colocalized at a cell pole (Fig. 6B, e). Two oriC foci
were localized near mid-cell where dif foci localized (Fig.
6B, f,i–k). One oriC focus was localized between dif foci
near mid-cell; the other at or near a cell pole (Fig. 6B, h).
Chromosomal DNA and two oriC foci remained on one
side of the constriction (Fig. 6C). Thus, the proper posi-
tioning of oriC copies was often disturbed in the mutant
strain (Fig. 7B; Table 1). In addition, the dif segment was
frequently mispositioned in the mutant (Fig. 7D). The dif
segments tended to be localized at mid-cell; however,
the localization was broader than that in wild-type cells
(Fig. 7C). A dif focus was localized near a cell pole but
not at mid-cell (Fig. 6B, g,l). As shown in Figure 6B, k,
two oriC foci were localized at mid-cell and each dif
focus near cell poles, just the opposite of the normal
positions. In some cells, a large part of the chromosomal
DNA was located on one side of a deep constriction and
the two dif segments were localized at the constriction

site (Fig. 6C, a–c) or on the chromosome-less side near
the constriction (Fig. 6C, d–f). This result suggests that a
small DNA segment including dif had been cut off from
the chromosome by septum closure. In the inversion
mutant, the oriC and dif segments could be localized at
their normal positions. In many cases (30%), however, it
was likely that positioning of the oriC and dif segments
interfered with each other.

Discussion

The Ori and Ter domains in chromosome organization
and positioning

We have demonstrated that a large chromosome region
including oriC—an ∼900-kb DNA segment (20% of the
chromosome; Fig. 8A)—exhibits bipolar migration to-
ward each cell pole during ongoing replication. On the
other hand, a large chromosomal region including dif,
also ∼900 kb in length, is localized near mid-cell during
replication and also during the D period, until the cell
divides. Other regions are localized between the Ori and
Ter domains in the cell according to the order of the E.
coli chromosome map. Upon separation of daughter
cells, the Ori domain is localized near an old pole and the
Ter domain near a new pole at the division site. How-
ever, before initiation of chromosome replication, the
Ori domain moves to mid-cell during the B period. Fol-
lowing the migration of the Ori domain, the Ter domain
also can migrate toward mid-cell. Ultimately, it appears
that whole chromosomes rotate during the B period in
some cells (Fig. 8B).

A natural environment is not always suitable for rapid
growth of cells in E coli. Although the E. coli cells in the
mucus layer grow with a doubling time of 30–80 min,
they are static in the lumen (Poulsen et al. 1995). Be-
cause E. coli cells grow very slowly in the anaerobic en-
vironment of the large intestine, the B period is a major
phase in the E. coli life cycle in its natural environment.

Ring structure in the E. coli chromosome

Our results on ordered chromosome localization and
chromosome rotation strongly suggest that the E. coli
chromosome is organized in a compact ring structure
aligned with the E. coli map. Interestingly, such a com-
pact ring structure could be observed by fluorescence
microscopy in DAPI-stained E. coli cells (Fig. 8C). A
small percentage of cells grown exponentially at 22°C
had a ring-like chromosome (Fig. 8C, a,b). When cells
were grown at 37°C and in early stationary phase at
22°C, such a ring structure was hardly ever observed. In
addition, more clearly circular chromosomes were ob-
served in mukB-disrupted mutant cells at 22°C (Fig. 8C,
c,d). Because MukB may be a member of the SMC family
and involved in the pathway of chromosome folding in E.
coli, it is likely that compaction of folded chromosome is
relaxed in the mutants. In other microorganisms, a ring
structure of chromosomes was reported under special

Table 1. Frequency of anucleate cells and mis-positioning in
the inversion mutants

Straina Genotype
Anucleate

cells Mis-positioningb

CB0129 Inv+ 0% (0/1407) 10.6% (9/83)
KIN273 Inv (29–78) 13.9% (227/1631) 34.6% (36/101)

aCells were grown in M9 minimal medium at 30°C.
bIn cells with two oriC foci, both foci were localized at half of a
cell.

Figure 7. Localization of the oriC and dif segments in the in-
version mutant. Statistical analysis of cells with two fluores-
cent foci of the oriC (A,B) or dif segment (C,D). Wild-type cells
(A,C) and the inversion mutant, KIN273 (B,D) were cultivated
at 30°C in M9-glucose medium. (A,B)The positions of foci from
mid-cell are plotted vs. cell length. In cells with two foci, the
nearest oriC focus from a cell pole is shown as a blue circle; the
other oriC focus is shown as a red circle. (C,D) Histogram show-
ing the distribution frequency of both foci in cells with two foci.
The broken line indicates mid-cell; the solid line indicates the
position of a pole.
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conditions. The B. subtilis chromosome in developing
spores has a doughnut-like ring structure (Pogliano et al.
1995). Circular chromosomes have also been observed in
M-phase-arrested fission yeast cells that have lost all
telomeric DNA sequences by mutations affecting telo-
mere maintenance (Naito et al. 1998). We cannot com-
pletely eliminate the possibility that the ring structure
of E. coli chromosomes in fixed cells is an artifact or
abnormal state. Nevertheless, this observation is consis-
tent with the ordered chromosome localization and
chromosome rotation that were demonstrated by the
FISH method.

Formation of the domains and bipolar
chromosome migration

Bipolar migration of oriC segments in E. coli and B. sub-
tilis is established during chromosome segregation. For-
mation of two Ori domains on a replicating chromosome
may play an important role in the bipolar migration.
During spore formation in B. subtilis, a 0.93- to 1.4-Mb
chromosome region including oriC is localized at a cell
pole in the prespore compartment (Wu and Errington
1998). Such regular positioning of the oriC region at the
cell pole is prevented at the onset of sporulation in a
spo0J mutant (Sharpe and Errington 1996). Interestingly,
eight binding sites for the Spo0J protein are found in the
chromosome region (20%) including oriC (Lin and
Grossman 1998). Spo0J–Gfp is observed as discrete fluo-
rescent foci, which show bipolar migration in sporula-
tion and vegetative growth (Glaser et al. 1997; Lin et al.
1997). The B. subtilis Spo0J protein is a homolog of
SopB/ParB, products of plasmid-encoded partition genes,
from E. coli plasmids such as F and P1.

On the other hand, the genome of E. coli has neither

SopA/ParA nor SopB/ParB homologs. We speculate that
uncharacterized E. coli factors are responsible for the
subcellular positioning of the Ori domain. The Ori do-
main presumably has cis-acting DNA sequences that
function as centromere when unidentified partition pro-
teins bind to them. The Ter domain may have another
positioning system, also controlled by specific proteins
and cis-acting DNA sequences. The chromosome seg-
ments of the Ter domain in a tus-disrupted mutant lo-
calized as in a wild-type strain (H. Niki et al., unpubl.).
Thus, the absence of the Tus protein does not affect the
positioning of the Ter domain.

During bipolar migration of oriC, the two copies of
replicated oriC migrate in opposite directions, from mid-
cell to each cell pole, in slowly growing cells (Fig. 1B,
b,c). In contrast, one copy of replicated oriC migrates
from one cell pole to the other in rapidly growing cells
(Fig. 1B, a; Niki and Hiraga 1998). The former pattern of
movement is observed frequently in B. subtilis cells
grown under steady-state conditions (Sharpe and Erring-
ton 1998; Webb et al. 1998). In B. subtilis, oriC is repli-
cated at or near mid-cell and the two replicated copies
migrate toward the cell poles until they are separated
from each other by a fixed distance (Sharpe and Errington
1998). In E. coli, under both slow and rapid growing con-
ditions, an active mechanism for bipolar migration may
separate the two replicated oriC copies at a constant dis-
tance. Thus the “ruler-like” behavior of the active
mechanism (Sharpe and Errington 1999) is common to
the segregation of specific chromosome sites and plas-
mids.

Role of the Ter domain

In the chromosome-partitioning process, the replicated

Figure 8. Domains, organization, and dynamics of the bacterial chromosome. (A) Organization of the Ori and Ter domains. The DNA
segments that showed similar localization patterns to that of the oriC segment are shown in green. The DNA segments that showed
similar localization patterns to that of the dif segment are shown in blue. (B) A model of bacterial chromosome structure in vivo. Long
circular bacterial chromosomal DNA may be folded by an unknown mechanism to form a compact ring structure, in which the DNA
segments are arranged according to their chromosome map positions. The Ori (green, O) and Ter domains (blue, T) are localized near
or at the cell poles in newborn cells (top). In the B period, both the domains migrate and are localized at mid-cell (bottom). Factors (gray
circles) may bind specifically to cis-acting sites of the Ori domain; other factors (gray triangles) may bind to another type of cis-acting
site of the Ter domain. The two groups of factors may participate in cell cycle-dependent positioning of the Ori and Ter domains. (C)
Fluorescent microscopy of DAPI-stained cells. Wild-type (a,b) and mukB-disrupted mutant (c,d) that were grown at 22°C were stained
with DAPI according to Hiraga et al. (1989). (a,c,d) Images of fluorescence-phase contrast-combined microscopy. (b) Image of fluores-
cence microscopy in the same field as a. Scale bars, 1 µm.
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Ori domains are first positioned near each cell pole. This
step is very critical in delivering replicated chromo-
somes to each daughter cell. The Ter domain, on the
other hand, is positioned at mid-cell and contributes di-
rectly to the resolution of a chromosome dimer at the dif
site. An odd number of recombinations between daugh-
ter chromosomes during replication results in the forma-
tion of a chromosome dimer molecule, and the dimer
prevents chromosome segregation into the two daughter
cells. To ensure resolution of chromosome dimers, a
site-directed resolution system, dif/XerCD, works at the
final step of physical separation of daughter chromo-
somes. The dif site is functional only in a restricted re-
gion of the Ter domain (Cornet et al. 1996; Kuempel et
al. 1996). It is thought that some special organization of
the chromosome, including the dif site, may be essential
for normal chromosome dimer resolution at dif (Louarn
et al. 1994). Moreover, FtsK is localized at the septum
and involved in the dif/XerCD resolution system
(Steiner et al. 1999). Presumably, organization of the Ter
domain helps the dif/XerCD resolution system to func-
tion at the restricted chromosome site, and positioning
of the domain at mid-cell makes the dif site accessible to
FtsK.

Chromosome organization in the inversion mutants

Bacterial chromosomal DNA is folded to form a compact
structure with 40–50 negatively supercoiled chromo-
somal domains. Such supercoiling is restrained into 40-
to 100-kb DNA segments by connecting the bases of the
supercoiled loops (Pettijohn 1996). Although supercoil-
ing of DNA loops by DNA gyrase is important for com-
paction, the folding mechanism is not clearly under-
stood. A compacted chromosome may retain torsional
tension in its structure. We speculate that the torsional
tension of organized chromosomes is a major reason for
mis-segregation in the mutants with the inversion of the
large chromosomal region. The distance between oriC
and dif in the inversion mutants is shorter than in the
wild-type strain. The condensed spacer region between
oriC and dif may be insufficient for localization at their
proper positions, a cell pole and mid-cell, on cell divi-
sion. Nevertheless, the spacer region can be expanded to
allow bipolar positioning of duplicated Ori domains near
each cell pole and Ter domains at mid-cell (Fig. 6B, b–d).
However, if an expanded spacer region is shrunk by tor-
sional tension, the Ori domain near each cell pole is
pulled and localized forcibly near the Ter domain (Fig.
6B, f,i,j) and similarly for the Ter domain (Fig. 6B, g,l). In
the former case, an arrangement with one of the Ori
domains is localized near a cell pole and the other at
mid-cell or both in half of a cell will cause mis-segrega-
tion of daughter chromosomes (Fig.6C).

It is possible that production of anucleate cells in the
large inversion mutant could be due to secondary effects
caused by alternations in either replication or transcrip-
tion, or both. However, the fact that ori and dif are fre-
quently mispositioned in the mutant suggests that cor-

rect positioning of the Ori and Ter domains plays an
important role in segregation process.

Materials and methods

Bacteria and culture conditions

All E. coli strains used in this study were K-12 derivatives, as
follows: CSH50 [ara, D(lac–pro), strA, thi (Miller 1972)]; CB0129
[F− W1458 deoB or C leu thi supD], LN3214 [the same as
CB0129 except Inv(29–78), dnaA46, tus::bla]; and KIN273 [the
same as CB0129 except Inv(29–78), tnaA::Tn10, tus::bla].
KIN273 was constructed from LN3214 by P1 cotransduction of
dnaA+ with tnaA::Tn10 for this study. Inv(29–78) in KIN3214
was confirmed using PCR on inverted IS5 sequences, IS5F at 29
min and IS5T at 78 min. CSH50 cells were cultivated at 37°C in
M9 medium with glucose (0.5%) and thiamine (2 µg/ml).
CB0129 and derivatives were cultivated at 30°C in M9 medium.
We added proline (50 µg/ml) for CSH50 and leucine (50 µg/ml)
and thymine (25 µg/ml) for CB0129 and derivatives.

DAPI staining

To fix cells, an equal volume of fixation solution [methanol:
acetic acid (3:1)] was added directly to a bacterial culture grow-
ing exponentially in M9 medium at 37°C. The fixed cells were
collected by centrifugation and resuspended in 1/10 volume of
fixation solution. The fixed cells were dropped onto a poly-L-
lysine-coated slide. To observe nucleoid shape, cells were
treated according to the procedure described previously (Hiraga
et al. 1989). The dried cells were mounted with the medium
(90% glycerol, 1 mg/ml p-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride,
0.15 µg/ml DAPI). Nomarski differential interference contrast
(DIC) images were taken by a Nikon E-800 microscope with
Plan Fluor DIC.

Fluorescent probes for in situ hybridization

To detect the replication origin DNA segment of the E. coli
chromosome in fixed cells by in situ hybridization, we used the
oriC DNA segment containing mioC, oriC, gidAB, and part of
atpI, which was amplified from CSH50 chromosomal DNA by
PCR (Niki and Hiraga 1998). We used Kohara’s l phage clone
302 carrying dif as the dif DNA segment (Kohara et al. 1987) to
detect the replication terminus region. Other Kohara l phage
clones used in this study are shown in Figure 2. The cloned
chromosomal DNA segments of these l clones were amplified
by PCR and labeled with Cy3–dCTP or fluorescein-11–dUTP
according to the procedure described previously (Niki and Hi-
raga et al. 1998).

FISH and image analysis

Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) was carried out ac-
cording to the procedure described previously (Niki and Hiraga
1997). All images were recorded with a cooled CCD camera,
C5810-01 (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Hamamatsu, Japan), us-
ing a phase-contrast and fluorescence microscopy system (Ni-
kon). The images were transferred directly to a Power Macin-
tosh and processed using Adobe Photoshop 4.0-J software. To
measure cell length and distance of fluorescent focus from a cell
pole on a monitor, we used an image analyzing software, Mac-
Scope, version 2.5.5 (Mitani Corp., Japan). Focus position is the
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distance between the center of the focus and the nearest cell
pole. In a histogram, focus position is calculated as the ratio (%)
of the distance between the nearest pole and the focus against
cell length and expressed as a percentage. Statistical analysis
was carried out using StatView 5.0-J software (SAS Institute
Inc., Cary, NC, USA)
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